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The U.S and rest of the world are experiencing a serious shortage of truck drivers.  The significance 

of trucks and other heavy load vehicles can be realized if you have a good analysis on the movement 

of goods from the factory till the end-users. Trucks play an important role in timely distribution to 

multiple vendors. Hence, a negative impact on this block of the chain can affect everything else. 

Reasons for this shortage are mainly the Covid-19 pandemic and the resultant e-commerce boom 

as well as increase in deliveries. Again, technology has a good solution; self-driving also known as 

automated vehicles. Self-driving trucks look like any other 18-wheeler. They have engines, steering 

wheelswheels and spaces to store goods. But what is missing or what is not required is a driver. Self-driving 

trucks actually combine AI enabled sensors along with software to control, navigate and drive the 

vehicle. That is, the engine runs on pre-installed software and programmed sensors that detect 

other vehicle movement on the road.

In practice, self-driving trucks would also improve efficiency. Autonomous vehicles that travel next 

to each other or in a line create an estimated 25% reduction in drag (wind resistance), which 

“generates a 5-15% decrease in fuel consumption.” This newfound efficiency cuts fuel costs by at 

least 15% and reduces emissions. Currently eighteen states allow testing of automated trucks 

without a driver on board. More can be expected to join the club. 

This decade marks the real-time adoption of Artificial 

Intelligence and heavy motor vehicles such as cargo trucks 

are the latest to enter its realm. Moreover, AI can be 

purposeful for other industries as well. You are 

recommended to follow leading AI development and 

machine learning development companies around you to 

be updated with the progress.

SOLUTION FOR SHORTAGE 
OF TRUCK DRIVERS



OTHER NEWSBYTES

Bill Passed for Domestic 

Chip Production

The US House of Representatives 
passed a bill that will equip America 
to boost semiconductor production. 
Titled, America Competes Act of 
2022, it includes $52bn to help 
semiconductor companies build new 
factories as well as fund research and 
development.development.

Game Funded by US Army 

Shuts Down

A game titled, America’s Army: 
Proving Grounds which is a 
free-to-play military shooter made by 
the U.S. Army in an effort to assist in 
recruitment – is shutting down after 
20 years.

High-Alert against Cyber 
Attacks 

The Department of Homeland 
Security has warned that a Russian 
cyber-attack could happen in 
response to U.S. or NATO actions, if 
Russia were to invade Ukraine. All 
agencies, companies, organizations, 
and professionals are advised to stay 
alert.alert.

IRS Moves Away from Face 

ID Requirement

The Internal Revenue Service 
announced it will end the 
implementation of a third-party facial 
recognition service for taxpayers who 
need to access records on the 
agency's website.

Office of Science and 

Technology Policy gets 

new Director

President Joe Biden declared that Dr. 
Alondra Nelson will perform the 
duties of director of the White House 
Office of Science and Technology 
Policy (OSTP) until a new leadership is 
confirmed.

AI Collaboration between 

UF and IBM

The University of Florida and IBM are 
announcing a new collaboration. The 
focus will be extending UF's vision to 
be an international leader in artificial 
intelligence and finance-related 
research. The new multi-year 
initiative is part of UF’s goal to be an 
“AI University.“AI University.
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Florida Institute of 

Technology Honors 

Community Leaders

An event was held in memory of 
Martin Luther King Jr. at the Gleason 
Performing Arts Center on campus to 
honor several longtime community 
leaders.

Jacksonville Jaguars enters 

Cyber Security Deal 

The team enters a Cyber Protection 
Partnership program with a leading 
Jacksonville based IT firm and 
Acronis- a global cyber protection 
giant. Focus is on an innovative 
Machine Intelligence (MI) enhanced 
solution that integrates data 
protection with cybersecurity, protection with cybersecurity, 
prevents cyberattacks, and helps 
avoid downtime.

ECUA tests tool to detect 

Covid-19 in wastewater

A new tool that tracks COVID-19 
presence in wastewater has reached 
Emerald Coast Utilities Authority in 
Escambia County. The CDC's National 
Wastewater Surveillance System is a 
public health tool used to understand 
how COIVD spreads throughout 
communities across the U.S.communities across the U.S.

Apple releases new 

computers

Apple is preparing to release new 
Mac hardware soon. Already believed 
to have readied the iPhone SE 5G and 
iPad Air 5 for a March launch event.

Florida Blue to use AI

The health insurance organization 
plans to use a new AI-powered 
clinical review tool to automate prior 
authorization approvals. It then will 
become the first US payer to 
automate prior authorization 
approvals through a new artificial 
intelligence-powered clinical reviews intelligence-powered clinical reviews 
tool.

Hillsborough Community 

College Hosts NASA Event

Students, faculty and other 
entrepreneurial-minded people had 
the chance to see as well as use 
NASA’s patented technologies at the 
Patenthon event held.



Are you having a permanent job and income? The level of 

income may vary between separate roles and employers, yet 

you can be assured of a fixed income along with probable 

add-ons based on performance. Such instances are more likely 

for employees who have a relative amount of experience in 

their careers. Yet there may come a period (or more) when 

people including yourself, suddenly do not have that much of 

interestinterest in your current role or career. That is, days at work may 

seem monotonous and you could be working to only highlight 

your attendance. All you care about is to let days pass fast, and 

you receive your salary slip at the beginning of the next month. 

These incidents may not seem large but could be disastrous to 

your career eventually.

This is because a lack of interest could mean no motivation to 

grow and/or perform more. As stated, several times earlier- 

competition is fierce, and employers can easily replace 

non-engaging staff with others in a matter of days. Hence, it is 

recommended to shake-off the doubts in mind and pull up your 

socks. Think about what is stopping or in some ways 

discouraging you. Is it the income? Are you performing enough 

toto be eligible for a higher income? Is it too much stress at work? 

Or is it simply out of boredom? Whatever may be the reason, 

finding solution depends on your efforts. Improve your skills. 

Read more on latest happenings in technology. Speak to your 

peers and management. Discover various aspects of your role 

that would interest you more. In summary, love what you work 

and work what you love. Or else, there is no point in working at 

all.all.

OVERCOMING THE LACK OF 
INTEREST IN YOUR CAREER



A court case can have multiple participants 
that include the plaintiff, defendant, lawyers, 
judges, witnesses, and more. The absence or 
late arrivals of a single participant could 
jeopardize the entire proceedings.  SGS 
Technologie has developed a good solution 
for this.

KNOW MORE

COMPANY INSIGHTS

JOB OPENINGS AT SGS

Sr. Power BI Developer 
Remote - 100% Only W2

 IT Business Analyst

.Net Developer - Advanced

Remote 

Business Systems Analysts
Remote 

Remote 

Business Analyst 

Application Developer (QlikSense)

What is New at SGS?

https://www.sgstechnologies.net/blog/Being-Always-Updated-with-Court-Proceedings

